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Jose Victoriano (Carmelo Carlos) Gonzalez-Perez (23 March – 11 May ), better known as
Juan Gris was a Spanish painter and sculptor born in.Gris adopted the radically fragmented
picture spaces of Pablo Picasso and Georges Braque, imparting to his coloful works a bold,
graphic look.The complete works of Juan Gris. Large resolution images, rating, ecard,
download possibility.Read about Spanish artist Juan Gris, a disciple of Pablo Picasso's and a
leader of the earlyth-century Cubist movement, at kinimatografos.comJose Victoriano
Gonzalez (Madrid, - Paris, ), who went under the pseudonym “Juan Gris”, was a key figure in
the gestation and evolution of the Cubist.Jose Victoriano (Carmelo Carlos) Gonzalez-Perez
(March 23, – May 11, ), better known as Juan Gris was a Spanish painter and sculptor born
in.Juan Gris, original name Jose Victoriano Gonzalez, (born March 23, , Madrid, Spain—died
May 11, , Boulogne-sur-Seine, France), Spanish painter.Juan Gris was a Cubist painter who
refined the style Cubism into his own instantly recognizable visual language. He is often
referred to as 'the.The Spanish painter Juan Gris was famous for his Synthetic Cubism style
which he produced after he spent a long time living with the founder of Cubism,
Pablo.Various Artists, Georges Braque, Andre Derain, Marcel Duchamp, Albert Gleizes, Juan
Gris, Marie Laurencin, Fernand Leger, Jean Metzinger, Francis Picabia.The papier colle,
invented by Georges Braque and Pablo Picasso in , found a rich and complex expression in the
works of Gris. In conception, his.Media in category "Juan Gris". The following 43 files are in
this category, out of 43 total. Alma, Museo los Cantares, Manuel Machado, de Juan.Juan Gris
was a Spanish painter and early pioneer of Cubism whose work integrated rich color
harmonies into compositions of angular shapes. View Juan Gris's.As an analytical illustrator,
Juan Gris quickly understood the pictorial potential of Cubism. One of its most successful
practitioners, Gris was also the first to.Feature essay. Between December and October , Juan
Gris executed forty-one works on canvas in a novel, hybrid technique.View Juan Gris
artworks sold at auction to research and compare prices. Subscribe to access price results for
artists!.Thrill your walls now with a stunning Juan Gris print from the world's largest art
gallery. Choose from thousands of Juan Gris artworks with the option to print on.Juan Gris is
hailed as one of the foremost figures of the Cubist movement. His importance lay both in his
works, chiefly portraits and still-life scenes, and in his.Juan Gris Online. Check Juan Gris
Biography, Art and Analysis of work Online at kinimatografos.comIn Paris, Juan Gris joins
the group of artists around Pablo Picasso and becomes one of the foremost painters among the
cubists. These artists have a distinct.Juan GRIS Damier et cartes a jouer [Checkerboard and
playing cards] signed and dated l.l., brown oil, "Juan Gris/ ". Purchased NGA Juan Gris was a
renowned Spainish painter. Check out this biography to know about his childhood, life,
achievements, works & timeline.Find the latest shows, biography, and artworks for sale by
Juan Gris. Originally trained in math and physics, Juan Gris moved to Paris in , where he met
.Gris's largest and most celebrated collage from features a man with a stein of beer, reading the
newspaper Le Matin, the pages of which are held together.
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